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Getting the Most out of Online and Mobile Banking

Getting the Most out of Online Banking
A free seminar from Coast Central Union

Join us for a free seminar featuring speaker Ed Christians, our Vice President of Information Systems.

When: Wednesday, February 17th at 6 pm

Where: Harrison Member Services Branch (2650 Harrison Ave, Eureka)

Topics will include:
How to quickly set up your computer for online banking 
Keeping your accounts safe
Making deposits on the go with CheckFlash
Using online banking with Quicken or QuickBooks
Secure Access Codes: What are they and how to get one

If you have any questions, please contact the credit union at (707) 445-8801. See you there! 
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The Economic and Social Cost of Student Loan Debt
The wide impact of student loan debt and how to help the situation

The cost of student loan debt is clearly felt by those directly involved, whether they are students themselves or
family members who have taken out loans on behalf of the students. Student loan debt has a wider effect,
however, with a large economic and social impact that spreads throughout the country.

“In a widely discussed brief last year (as
widely discussed as briefs can be), data from
the New York Fed suggested a
macroeconomic drag due to student loan debt
in the wake of the Great Recession,” according
to Forbes Contributor Josh Freedman.

The brief also suggests that people who had
more student loan debt were not as likely to
purchase cars or homes as people were
without a debt burden. This has a direct impact
on the car and housing markets and a wider
impact on the economy as a whole.

“Rising student debt levels are changing how
millions of people approach major milestones
and core financial decisions, affecting
long-standing social and economic patterns,”
states Kelley Holland in a contribution to
CNBC. “Owning a home used to be a key
marker of adulthood and maturity. But home
ownership has plummeted among Americans
under age 35, from 43.3 percent in the first
quarter of 2005 to 34.6 percent in the first quarter of 2015, according to the Census Bureau.”

Due to student debt, first-time home buyers can only afford homes in the lower price range, which is limiting the
market value of other homes. Builders and realtors are also being impacted due to the lack of market for higher
valued homes.

People in their 20s are also delaying starting a family, a trend that has been going on for years. In the summer of
2015, the birth rate for women 20-29 hit a record low according to Pew Research. It isn’t possible to predict
exactly what the economic impact of this trend will be, but it is clear that the social impact is already being felt, as
the landscape of young parenthood already has a dramatic new look.

“Research has also found that the burden of student debt hinders innovation and entrepreneurship, a core
component of the economic prowess of the United States,” states Holland. “Researchers at the Federal Reserve
Bank of Philadelphia and Penn State studied the relationship between student debt and small business formation
and found ‘a significant and economically meaningful’ link: more student debt led to fewer small businesses being
formed.”

Experts have many ideas regarding how to improve the student loan situation. Due to the fact that the majority of
student loans are federal loans, some experts feel that there would be less student loan debt overall if the balance
shifted more toward private loans from financial institutions.

“First, private student loans arguably have the strongest consumer protection: a robust underwriting process that
includes an ability-to-repay test,” says Richard Hunt, president and CEO of the Consumer Bankers Association, in
a commentary on CNBC.com. “Government loans are subject to the Department of Education lending rules, which
don’t require such a test.”

Another reason is that private lenders must provide a full and comprehensive disclosure of conditions and terms,
and a summary of the full price of the loan over its lifetime. This can help students and their parents accurately
weigh the costs and the benefits.

Students can also help decrease the burden they feel, as well as the larger social and economic impact of their
debt, by taking the right steps to make home ownership easier sooner. A good start is talking to their financial
institution about the steps they can take to reach a level at which they can be approved for a loan. This could
include forming goals like saving up to a specific down-payment target. Then they can make use of one of the
many free budgeting tools available online to help get their spending in check and save more efficiently.







Higher education is still a very important part of building a successful future. You can be in a better position to
enjoy the rewards if you make thoughtful decisions about what type of loan to choose and practice careful
budgeting to ensure that you can still meet all your life goals, like buying a home and starting a family.
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Watch Out for This Chip Card Scam
Make sure you don’t fall victim to this chip card scam

The country is progressing quickly on the path to replacing magnetic strip swipe cards with new, more secure chip
cards. The switch to chip cards marks an effort to improve security and prevent fraud and identity theft.  

The move to embrace this technology, which is already the standard in many other countries, was partially
motivated by the highly publicized security breaches at several major retailers over the past few years. While the
move to chip cards will improve security overall, there are some scammers who are trying to take advantage of
the temporary confusion during the switch.  

Last October marked the deadline for retailers
to update their point-of-sale systems so that
they could read the new chip cards. Any
retailers that didn’t meet that deadline were at
risk of being held liable for fraudulent
transactions that may have been prevented
with the new chip card systems.  

“The new cards provide more security because
the microchip creates a unique code for each
use to help authenticate a transaction,”
according to Kathryn Vasel of CNN Money.
“Older cards store that payment data in the
magnetic strip on the back, which is easy to
steal, replicate and put on fake cards.” 

As retailers across the country switched over,
financial institutions began sending out new
cards. During this time, a new identity theft
scam arose. The scammers pose as financial
institutions and send emails in an attempt to
collect valuable personal information. They
sometimes ask people to confirm or provide
updated personal information so that a new card can be sent.  

Other times, they provide a link that they claim will take people to their financial institution’s website so they can
start the process of getting a new card. Unfortunately, these sites are used to gather information that can be used
for identity theft. Even if you don’t input any information, just clicking the link can cause problems. 

“If you click on the link, you may unknowingly install malware on your device,” according to Colleen Tressler, a
consumer education specialist with the Federal Trade Commission. “Malware programs can cause your device to
crash, monitor your online activity, send spam, steal personal information and commit fraud.” 

You can avoid these scams by keeping in mind that your financial institution will never ask you for personal
information over email or the phone. If you receive a call asking for information, hang up and call back yourself,
using the number provided on the back of your card. You may have to give your account number over the phone
when you call, but since you typed in the number yourself, you know the correct people are hearing it.  

Likewise, do not respond to emails with any personal information. If you think you may have a legitimate email
from your financial institution, it is important to close the email and navigate to the financial institution’s website
from a new browser. That way, you know you are going to the correct URL — one that you type in yourself —
and not risking a link that redirects to a scammer’s site. You should also check that the website you are on is
secure before putting in any information. If you can’t find the page that the link referred to, you can call your
financial institution to confirm the email was legitimate before you use the link.  

If you keep this information in mind and remember that it is always better to play it safe and take the extra step to
ensure that your communications are with your actual financial institution, then you can stay safe from this chip
card scam. 
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Small Ways to Save That Add Up
These little things could mean big savings for your business

What business doesn’t wish it could have just a little more money? Running a company is no inexpensive task,
and cutting costs is essential to ensuring that you’re gaining profits. That’s why it’s important to put saving money
on the top of your priority list.

And there’s good news: saving is easier than you might think. In fact, there are lots of small, easy ways to sock a
few — or more — extra bucks away each month, many that don’t even take much effort on your part.

Check out these small ways to save that add up quickly:

 Most businesses require materials such as paper, ink and postage, and many don’t even realize how much small
things like this can add up. If you get rid of it all, over time, you’ll see your savings grow steadily.

“Businesses should shift toward paperless payments for many reasons,” says Mitch Rose, vice president
of BillTrust. “Businesses should not be reliant on the [United States Postal Service] for receiving payments. There
is already too much going on with the USPS from rising rates, closing of postal locations, lost mail, delays due to
disasters or vandalism, etc. Just as important, the cost to a business to apply a paper check payment is
significant. There are struggles with keying it in, getting the payment deposited in a timely manner and applying
the payment to a specific invoice.”

Negotiate for better rates - “One thing we
have done is gone to any service providers or
partners and tried to negotiate flat fees or just
bring down the prices,” says Tim Santoni,
president and CEO of Santoni Worldwide
Investigations and Backgrounds.

You might be surprised by how often providers
will want to keep your business and will
arrange for a better price post-negotiation. If
they aren’t willing to lower their expenses, it
might be beneficial to switch to other providers.
Make sure you’re partnered with service
providers that you know want to help you grow
and aren’t simply taking orders and delivering.

“The more strategic partners and providers you
have, the easier it will be to grow,” says Jackie
Nagel, owner of small business strategy firm
Synnovatia.

Don’t overspend on taxes - Sometimes, if
businesses are new to a location, they’re
subject to a higher tax rate. In order to avoid
spending too much on taxes, take action.

“Go to city hall to determine what your neighbors are paying, and use this to negotiate a better rate,” suggests
Pete Collins of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP in New York City. “Expanding businesses can often negotiate with
community authorities who want them to stay in town rather than move and take jobs elsewhere.”

Go green - Did you know that the average business consumes 3.6 tons of paper per year? Or that companies use
2,400,000 barrels of water a year (of which more than 20 percent isn’t necessary)? It’s obvious that adapting to a
greener workplace will not only help you eliminate waste, and that’s great. But eliminating waste also saves your
business money. Simply replacing standard light bulbs with alternatives can decrease lighting energy cost by 75
percent.

“More and more businesses are recognizing the benefits of reducing their waste,” says Carrie Hamblen, executive
director of the Las Cruces Green Chamber of Commerce. “Not only can businesses save money by reducing their
overhead, [but] recycling [is] good for business and benefits us all.” It’s a win-win.

Save the money you’re saving - It may sound obvious, but one of the biggest mistakes people make when trying
to save money is spending the money they’ve just saved — which totally defeats the purpose of saving.

“What’s important is that you save it — you don’t fritter it away on something else,” says Fred Brock, author of







“Live Well on Less Than You Think.” He also recommends, if you’d like, to “put it into a mutual fund, or whatever
your investment vehicle is. Over time, you’ll be able to save an incredible amount of money.”

To rein in your business budget, a few simple cost-cutting tips can make all the difference. Take these easy ways
to save into account to save some money.
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Member Events Calendar 
Join us for upcoming Credit Union and community events!

 

Member Events Calendar:

Thursday, February 11th: "Socially Responsible Investing," Arcata Uniontown Member Services Branch, 6
pm
Wednesday, February 17th: “Getting the Most out of Online and Mobile Banking,”  Eureka Harrison
Member Services Branch, 6 pm
Thursday, February 18th: Credit Union annual meeting, Eureka Harrison Member Services Branch, 6 pm
Tuesday, March 29th:"Retirement Income Planning," Fortuna Member Services Branch 6 pm
Wednesday, March 30th: "Retirement Income Planning," Eureka Harrison Member Services Branch 6 pm
Wednesday, March 30th: "Getting the Most out of Online and Mobile Banking," Willow Creek Member
Services Branch 6 pm
Friday, May 13th: Shred Day, McKinleyville Central Member Services Branch, 10 am-1 pm

Please note that the Credit Union will be closed for the following holidays:

Monday, February 15th (President's Day): All Member Services Branches except our Bayshore Mall and
McKinleyville Ray's locations will be closed. 
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Out of the Box Valentine's Day Date Ideas 
Rekindle the romance on one of these adventurous dates

Date night is a crucial part of keeping the romance alive in your relationship, whether you have been with your
partner for two months or 20 years. However, going to the same places and doing the same activities every
month can lose its romantic feeling. Bringing novelty to a relationship through fresh, interesting activities shakes
off the humdrum feelings a marriage could develop.

Instead of going on the same old Friday night dates you’ve been doing for years, like dinner at a restaurant
followed by a movie at the cinema, try these unique ideas to liven up your relationship.

Get close to nature
Escape from the stressors of the city by finding
harmony in the great outdoors. The easiest
thing you can do is to pack a picnic lunch,
bring a conversation starter book and hike a
local nature trail. Make it more memorable by
bringing a camera and staging an outdoor
photo shoot during your excursion. If you don’t
like hiking aimlessly, join the geocaching
movement and hunt for hidden treasures
around your neighborhood.

If travelling far isn’t your thing, pitch a tent in
the backyard and spend the night stargazing.
Family Share suggests turning your backyard
camp into a spa by filling a kiddie pool with
hot, bubbly water and surrounding it with
candles and music. While you’re out in the
backyard, make a time capsule and bury it.

The most romantic aspect of being outdoors is
getting to watch the sunset or sunrise together.
Find a quiet location that’s known for having
great views and snuggle up with your significant other.

Excite your taste buds
A full stomach is important for keeping you and your spouse happy. Spice up meal time by cooking together. Find
a challenging new recipe and work together to create it. Whether or not it comes out the way it should, you will still
strengthen your communication and teamwork.

If you like to eat out, try a local restaurant you’ve never visited before and order dishes on the menu that you’ve
never tasted. Or satisfy your stomach at multiple eateries by taking a local restaurant tour: order an appetizer at
once place, the main course at another, dessert somewhere else and drinks at yet another.

Get competitive
Friendly competition can get the adrenaline flowing and the romance sizzling. Go to a sports complex and try out
the batting cages, miniature golf or go-kart track. If you’re not feeling athletic, find an arcade that is filled with retro
video games.

You don’t have to leave your home to play around, either. Buy a deck of cards and some new board games and
stage an all-day game tournament. Many fun, new two-player games are published every year.

Regardless of what date you plan, focus on your partner rather than your phone. Only by committing fully to your
experience will you rekindle that passion.
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Understanding Your Blood Pressure Reading
How to better understand if you are at risk for or are suffering from high blood
pressure

If one of your resolutions for 2016 is to get your health in order and take steps to improve your overall quality of
life, there are certain factors that you will want to consider. Body fat percentage, blood glucose, cholesterol and
overall body weight are all important pieces of the puzzle, and so is blood pressure.

The dangers of high blood pressure
High blood pressure can cause substantial
damage to your body, even resulting in death.
High blood pressure is known as a “silent
killer” because there are almost no symptoms,
and its effects include stroke, kidney damage,
loss of vision, loss of memory and heart
damage up to and including heart attack and
congestive heart failure.

Factors that put you at an increased risk for
high blood pressure include age, heredity,
male gender, obesity, smoking, high
cholesterol, diabetes and a lack of exercise.

Because of the silent nature of high blood
pressure, it’s important to get your blood
pressure checked regularly. In order to
understand whether you suffer from high blood
pressure, you will need to know how to
understand your readings and what they mean.

What the numbers indicate
Your blood pressure reading will be presented as x/y mm Hg, where x represents systolic blood pressure and y
represents diastolic blood pressure. According to the American Heart Association, systolic blood pressure
represents the pressure in the arteries when the heart contracts. Diastolic pressure, on the other hand, represents
pressure in the arteries between heartbeats when the muscle is refilling with blood. The systolic blood pressure
will always be higher than the diastolic pressure.

The five stages of blood pressure
According to the American Heart Association, there are five stages of blood pressure: normal, prehypertension,
Stage 1 hypertension, Stage 2 hypertension and hypertensive crisis. It is important to also note that a single blood
pressure reading is not an immediate indicator of high blood pressure, and that if you do test high, you should
return to your doctor for a second reading after a short period of time to see if your blood pressure levels have
remained consistent.

A systolic reading of 120 mm Hg or lower and a diastolic reading of 80 mm Hg or lower are considered to be
normal and healthy. Systolic readings between 120 – 139 mm Hg and diastolic readings between 80 – 89 mm Hg
fall under the prehypertension range, meaning that you are at a risk of high blood pressure and should consider
undertaking certain preventative measures.

Stage 1 hypertension is indicated by 140 – 159 mm Hg systolic blood pressure and 90 – 99 mm Hg diastolic
blood pressure, which indicates that you should consider substantial lifestyle changes up to and including stricter
diet and more exercise. Stage 2 hypertension is indicated by a systolic blood pressure reading of 160 mm Hg or
higher and a diastolic pressure reading of 100 mm Hg or higher, and is typically treated by lifestyle changes and
some degree of medication.

Hypertensive crisis is considered a level at which you should seek immediate emergency care, and it is indicated
by readings of 180 mm Hg systolic pressure and 110 mm Hg diastolic pressure. Unlike Stage 1 hypertension and
Stage 2 hypertension, hypertensive crisis is accompanied by symptomatic indicators such as severe headache,
shortness of breath, nosebleeds and anxiety.

Low blood pressure











While readings of 120/80 mm Hg or lower are typically considered healthy, there is such a thing as low blood
pressure. According to the American Heart Association, low blood pressure is typically only a cause for concern if
it is accompanied by symptoms such as nausea, fatigue, depression, dizziness, fainting, dehydration and shallow
breathing.

With the ability to determine whether your blood pressure levels are healthy, you will be better able to regulate
your health in the new year. If you feel as though you are at risk for high blood pressure, make an appointment
with your doctor and begin taking steps necessary to bring your blood pressure down.
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